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Presentation Notes
This presentation does cover our journey to-date and also what we have planned nextBut let me first let me introduce you to BAE Systems – just in case you haven’t heard
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– Introduction - BAE Systems
– What is Focal Point
– When did it all start
– How did it all start
– Where are we now
– What is on the horizon
– Demo

BAE Systems Australia – Presentation Outline 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Who, or what, is BAE SystemsWhat is Focal PointWhen did it all start for BAE SystemsHow did it all startWhat we have done - Where are we now; andWhat we plan to do in the near futureDemo
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BAE Systems - global

– BAE Systems aims to be the premier global defence, 
security and aerospace company.

– 3rd largest global defence and 6th largest US defence 
company. 

– 100,000 highly skilled employees.
– Global capability customers in more than 100 countries .
– Annual sales exceed £15.7 (34.8 AUD) billion while 

annual R&D spend exceeds £1.4 (3.1 AUD) billion.
– Operates six home markets.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Real breadth, real performance, real deliveryWe work across five continents as a prime contractor and systems integrator in the air, land, sea, integrates systems and support market sectors.Our capabilities combine in-depth skills in naval platforms, military aircraft, electronics, systems integration and other technologies. This enables us to offer complementary capability to international customers across the main defence sectors, the commercial world, and in the civil aircraft market.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
BAE Systems has a proud heritage that dates back hundreds of years. From the offset we were present in land, with our cannons being used by Nelson at the battle of TrafalgarWe were there at the dawn of aviation when pioneer A.V. Roe built his first aeroplane that flew little farther than the Wright Brothers at Kitty Hawk Our equipment was used by the wireless telegraph operators who saved hundreds by getting the distress signal out from the Titanic And our Lancaster bombers were used to perform the perilous World War II bombing missions over EuropeAnd our innovation continues to more modern times with the inaugural flight of the world’s first vertical take off fighter to the total systems integration solutions we provide for today’s civil and military customers BAE Systems’ heritage of evolution and mergers has created a global leader that has a proud past and an eye toward the future. It is at the forefront of innovation, working to develop the next generation of intelligent defence systems.And in Australia – you’ve known us a long timeFrom humble beginnings rocket testing in the South Australia outback to the largest defence provider in Australia, BAE Systems Australia has grown through acquisitions and organically.  For more than 50 years, BAE Systems Australia has been at the forefront of innovation, working to develop the next generation of intelligent defence systems.
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Home Market Locations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So who are BAE Systems?BAE Systems is headquartered in the UK and has home markets in the US, Sweden, Saudi Arabia, South Africa and Australia.  Its strategy is to grow these home markets through continued investment in local capability.With approximately 100,000 (not including Joint Ventures) and sales of more than US$30 Billion, BAE Systems is the largest European Defence Company and is one of the top five US Defence companies. We are the largest supplier of land lased systems in the world and have key capabilities in the air, land, sea and joint environments.
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BAE Systems Australia - overview

– Australia’s largest defence company, following integration of 
Tenix Defence and Tenix Toll Defence Logistics.

– More than 50 years of operations in Australia.

– Headquartered in Edinburgh Parks, South Australia.

– 100 sites across Australia - major sites in Adelaide, 
Canberra, Sydney, Melbourne and Newcastle.

– Approximately 6,500 employees.

– Principal customer - Australian Defence Force (ADF).

– Annual sales FY2008 $1.3 billion.

– Total capability across air, land, sea and joint environments.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BAE Systems Australia
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LAND: Build on BAE 
Systems’ position as a global 
land platform, weapons and 
systems provider to deliver in-
country capability in systems 
integration and support 
solutions to transform the 
ADF’s land forces

MARITIME: Build on BAE 
Systems’ successful supply, 
integration and support of naval 
weapon systems and sub-
systems by delivering capability 
solutions for Australia’s maritime 
defence, whilst pursuing export 
opportunities

Sector Statements

To be a leading through-life capability partner to the Australian Defence Force 
optimising Australia’s defence across joint, maritime, land & air environments.

AIR: Grow BAE Systems’ 
lead position in the air 
sector by providing 
systems integration and 
sustainment solutions to 
Australia’s current and 
future military air platforms

JOINT: Build on BAE 
Systems’ global 
C4ISREW capabilities to 
develop and support 
future Network Centric 
Warfare (NCW) capability 
for the ADF

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BAE Systems has significant capabilities in Joint:C4ISREW… this is getting longer every year..For those who do not know it stands forCommand    Control   Communication   CoordinationInformation   Surveillance    Reconnaissance    Electronic Warfare… SystemsIf we put these together this is what we commonly refer to as NCW - Network Centric WarfareAIR:Major current projects include Wedgetail (fixed wing) and Echidna (rotary wing);Others, likeHAWK, viewed as the role model for future through-life support contracting, the Hawk Lead-In Fighter project wasestablished to provide and support an outstanding state-of-the-art fast jet training capability.UAVs, … etcMaritime:Major projects likeNulka,Provides warships with a highly effective all-weather defence against modern anti-ship missiles• Unique hovering capability• A single decoy can seduce multiple anti-ship missiles• Unrivalled as an anti-ship missile decoy• Protects Australian, US and Canadian warships• Award winning technology• Recognised as Australia’s largest, most successful collaborative defence programandPrism (Passive Radar Identification System),BAE Systems Australia’s Passive Radar Identification System (PRISM) Electronic Support Measures (ESM) system is amodern, affordable equipment for ship borne or land based Electronic Warfare (EW) applications.The system provides detection, direction finding, analysis and classification of radar emissions in a certain frequency range.Land:Projects likeParakeet is a secure Battlefield Telecommunications Network (BTN) currently in service with the Australian Defence Force. BAE Systems Australia provided the system which enables users located at formation and logistic headquarters with secure and non-secure voice, secure telegraph, data and facsimile services.
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What is Focal Point
When did it all start
How did it start
Where are we now
What is on the horizon
Demo

Focal Point

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is Focal Pointfrom a business point of view:IBM® Rational® Focal Point™ provides a comprehensive decision support system for market- and business-driven product, project and portfolio management, that can help executives and teams to make the right decisions in order to deliver business, customer and market value from a technical point of view:start of development around 1998 – true web server application implemented in javadata can be stored either in Oracle or PostgresWhen did it all startwhen did it all start for BAE – I had first contact with Focal Point in 2005started in early 2006 a to gather and prioritise internal (to Engineering Tools group) projects – more about that later onHow did it startas mentioned on previous slide it all started in early 2006 a to gather and prioritise internal (to Engineering Tools group) projectsvery basic functionality utilised to introduce the tool and concepts to stakeholdersthe very first major project to be taking advantage of focal point was the internal project for product management �first couple of months was gathering requirements for the project –so many different requirements that without the focal point capabilities it would have been almost impossible to do that taskin nowadays there are about 1500 req’mnts within that project and with some of the features of focal Point it does make it very easy to visualise and or present data to other people, groups, teams�now focal point is looked at as a major contributor to the successful start of the projectanother opportunity arose for FP for another high impact, highly visible project also in the infant stages and at a perfect lifecycle stage to be using focal point for itI am going to show and talk about it more about it in the demonstration part of my presentationWhere are we nowAt present we are looking at the benefits that Focal Point could provide to our many functions at BAE Systems. The tasks that Focal Point is being evaluated for shows the flexibility of the product allowing it to be used by different functions of BAE for different reasons. The Information Systems department is looking at implementing Focal Point as a product portfolio management system having it extend to provide use with resource management and to a small extent project management. This will allow IS as a whole to have all tools and applications evaluated within Focal Point. It will provide IS with a single source of truth storing all evaluations ensuring that no tool is evaluated twice.The use of Focal Point goes well beyond outside of IS with being a possible tool for use by procurement, facilities, bid centre activities. Focal Point has the possibility to be of great use to the Business Winning department as it can capture inputs regarding customers, business and market requirements. This will allow [Business Winning] the opportunity to make use of Focal Point’s ability for visualization and prioritization, allowing for informed decisions to be made as well as future planning capabilities. Essentially this is requirements gathering made easy. The engineering function can utilise Focal Point as a master repository allowing for centralization of files to aid with backup, encryption and delivery.What is on the horizonOur future goal is for all tool evaluations, business winning and engineering teams to have access to capability and road mapping for the corporate way and future. Allowing all of BAE Systems Australia to utilize Focal Point and host it all on one server.Focal Point also presents an opportunity for BAE Systems Australia to have a global approach. In future we hope that Focal Point will allow us to sustain a global database for all evaluations for applications, tools and others to be used by all of BAE Systems’ worldwide.Demo
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Any Questions
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Thank you
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